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Introduction 

In order to be able to establish a detailed knowledge of the way in which esports is 

framed in Europe, a comparative study was carried out within the framework of the 

ECSI project. This study took place from December 2018 to November 2020. It is a 

new and innovative work because it has never been explored in its quadruple 

dimension: 

• the physical supervision of the place where esport is practiced (private / public 

spaces; individual / collective practice); 

• institutional framework (club, association, federation, etc.); 

• human support in terms of facilitation and coaching; 

• virtual mentoring through the study of online communities in particular. 

• This document is intended for the scientific community, public authorities and 

socio-professional actors. 

This work is the result of a collaboration between researchers, study engineers 

from the four program countries as well as practitioners from across Europe. In 

addition to the different geographical horizons, the collaborative approach 

integrates the multidisciplinary nature of the researchers who approached the 

reality on the ground from the most varied possible angles. 

Concretely, the field survey on the conditions of supervision of e-sport is based on: 

• a 40-question questionnaire with 720 respondents; 

• 12 observations of playing fields and situations; 

• 46 semi-structured interviews with 31 actors (players, streamers, entrepreneurs, 

coach, association or club manager, public person). 
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1. Definitions 

1.1. Esports 

The scientific literature has produced many different definitions but a 

consensus allows, despite everything, to frame very clearly what falls under 

esports (Hamari, J., & Sjöblom, M., 2017): 

è Esports is the competitive practice of a video game. 

This implies three essential attributes: 

- A support structure: the video game. It is a digital or electronic 

environment that opens up a space of freedom to play, framed by a 

legality (usually technical). All types of video games can therefore be 

included in the definition of esports, and therefore not only those 

which are simulations of sports; 

- Activation agents: the players, who will practice alone or in teams. 

Players use controllers (keyboard, mouse, joystick, motion sensor, etc.) 

to interact with the video game; 

- A logic of use: confrontation. The player is systematically in opposition 

with other players, either directly as for PvP (Player versus Player), or 

indirectly as for PvE (Player versus Environment) or speed-runs 

(achieve the most objective). quickly possible). The outcome of the 

game always makes it possible to identify a winner or a ranking among 

the participants. This usage logic will also determine the relationship 

to competition, ranking systems and possibly to economic income. This 

makes it possible to identify: 

• Professional practice (with competition, with classification, with 

income); 

• Amateur practice (with competition, with classification, without 

income); 
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• Leisure practice (without competition, with classification, without 

income); 

• Practice for the general public (without competition, without 

ranking, without income). 

è As part of the survey, professional practice was not taken into 

account given the small number of players concerned (in France, for 

example, there are less than 200 professional players for 11 million 

players). On the other hand, all types of games or platforms will be 

integrated. 

1.2. Supervision 

The supervision refers to all the actors who play a role of direction, 

coordination, advice, training, implementation or protection of 

practitioners. The supervision of the esports industry covers a plural, 

complex and changing reality because the practice can be carried out in 

places and at extremely varied levels of involvement. 

Depending on the type of game (alone or in teams), the type of competition 

(in a local network or even on the same machine or on the Internet), the 

regulations established by the publisher, the presence of the public or not, 

a broadcast or on a streaming platform, the presence of winnings, the legal 

majority of the player or the legal nature of the structure where the game 

will take place, the supervision can be very variable and several levels can 

be identified : 

• Lack of supervision: the player plays alone in a private 

place, with no limit or support other than that which 

he himself puts in place; 

• Contextual supervision: through the action of 

informal circles, whether community, friendly or 

family, the player benefits from a first level of 

supervision which can most often indirectly guide his 

relationship to practice; 

• Structural supervision: the player evolves within an 

identifiable structure (club, association, leisure 

center) and benefits from physical actors who will 

guide his practice in two directions of varying 
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importance depending on the level of the player or 

their own ambitions of the structure: 

o Performance optimization 

o Player protection 

This level of supervision most often leads to a division of labor 

in terms of play (status of teammate or team-mate) and 

organization (manager, coach, media relations, legal 

protection, mental and physical preparation, etc.) . 

è As part of the investigation, all management levels were 

integrated with a balanced breakdown in the field 

observations. 

1.3. Communauty 

Beyond the very act of playing in competition, the practice of esport is 

described more as a consumption which certainly sometimes takes the 

form of a practice, but also is part of a supporterism, in a follow-up of news 

or even in a connection between people sharing the same passion. On this 

last aspect emerges the question of communities of practice which are 

extremely structuring and active in the world of esport. The methods of 

financing and streaming competitions, the possibility of following or even 

communicating with the best players of a given game and the backing from 

its origins to social networks have particularly strengthened the existence 

of communities. These communities are full players in the esports 

ecosystem and can be important regulators in terms of inclusion in 

particular. Communities are most often organized around one type of 

game (for example fighting games) and in themselves constitute complex 

societies where toxicity and solidarity can coexist. 

è Within the framework of the survey, and without denying 

their importance, the community dimension was not 

addressed as a subject of study but as a context. 
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2. Objectives 

The field survey was designed around three objectives: knowing, 

understanding and guiding. 

The first objective aims to know the modalities of the practice of esport at 

the level of the European continent. Being able to rely on facts observed 

using an orderly methodology and on figures collected in the same 

questionnaire makes it possible to effectively trace the outlines of a reality. 

The first idea is therefore not so much to compare as to enter into the 

variety of situations. 

The second objective aims to understand the arrangements and behaviors 

of the actors in the sector. Understanding is more about practice than 

about representations. It is therefore, thanks to this survey, to bring out 

explanatory elements or even an organizational model. 

The last objective is linked to the overall ECSI project and aims to provide 

key elements that can concretely guide actions for the promotion of good 

practices. “The work of the mind only exists in actions” wrote Paul Valery, 

also the authors of the survey are convinced of the importance of not 

remaining in the phase of observation but of feeding recommendations. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Persona method 

The field survey was first based on work carried out in a workshop by 40 

researchers, students and practitioners from 9 different countries. The 

persona method was used. To quote Bornet and Brangier (2013), “a 

persona is a method of representing people - users or customers - whose 

development is based on fictitious but probable data. The user or client is 

represented in a condensed, archetypal and personalized form: a few 

words to describe his identity, a few sentences to characterize him and a 

photo to give him a human appearance. A persona is therefore a kind of 

proto-concept or, again, a configuration of social, emotional and cognitive 

information of an individualized nature: 

è social, because they always place the user in a professional or domestic 

context, which gives meaning to his action; 
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è affective, because they humanize the user or client by giving him a face, 

values, a name, a unique story; 

è cognitive, as they allow designers to generate ideas, think about 

functions, and ultimately derive product specifications that would be 

useful to personas. 

Personas represent typical users, in order to think about the functions, 

needs, expectations, which these future users might have use. They must 

therefore have evocative potential relevant to the design, and help 

generate or enrich the ideas of designers, giving them representations to 

guide their decisions. Personas can, therefore, be seen as a method of 

providing representations of others to designers who have to decide what 

uses others might accomplish in the future. They are “cognitive 

instruments” for thinking and guiding design decisions. " 

Seventeen personas have been developed within the framework of the 

ECSI project, with the question of the relationship to esport as a gateway. 

The idea was not to make seventeen gamers but rather seventeen profiles 

of Europeans who could very directly or, on the contrary very distantly, be 

interested in esport. The workshop was based on a presentation of the 

issues and then by group, a number of profiles were identified. A first list 

of 30 personas was then presented and then refined to keep only 17 

personas. 

The following pages illustrate the workshop and present the personas that 

have been established. This work was the first methodological milestone 

to establish the questionnaire, the interview grid and determine the 

elements of observation..  
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3.2. Measuring instrument 

In the social sciences, the measuring instrument corresponds to all the 

methods which make it possible to constitute quantities and assessments. 

The measuring instrument aims to characterize a reality, making it as 

independent as possible from the representations of observers. 

Within the framework of this investigation, the extent of the field of study 

as well as the polymorphism of the studied object, without forgetting the 

specific objectives of the ECSI project, required to take into account three 

complementary methods: observation, interview semi-directive and 

questionnaire survey. 

3.2.1. Observation 

To quote Peretz (2004), the observation can be “identified with the 

expression“ field work ”of French ethnography, or with that of field work 

in the tradition of English anthropology or that of ethnography. North 

American. It signifies a systematic and often prolonged presence at the 

very scene of the investigation within the social group studied. During this 

long stay, the data is collected by the researcher or the team of researchers 

[...] from the people, using a variety of so-called "reactive" procedures, such 

as the interview with questions, or procedures. "Non-reactive", such as the 

observation of places, events, acts, or comments made in their daily life by 

the people studied [...]. 

In the narrowest and most determined sense, observation consists of being 

present and involved in a social situation in order to register and interpret 

it while trying not to modify it. This social situation is always the product of 

an interaction between the participants themselves and, in one way or 

another, between the participants and the observer; it takes the form of 

events composed of successive sequences with a beginning and an end. A 

one-off observation consists of going once or twice on the spot for a simple 

exercise, a location or a first attempt. A systematic observation is repeated, 

obeys a concerted timetable. This last sense of on-site observation must be 

clarified: we will exclude from this field any form of observation of a 

situation constructed or provoked by a researcher, such as that in the 

laboratory or that of meetings organized and animated in order to make a 

group react. already existing (a workshop, a class, a service) or a group 
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formed just for this occasion. " 

In this perspective, two observation methods have been deployed: 

o 9 non-participating observations : 

• 3 Gaming Rooms (France, Spain, Finland) ; 

• 3 Gaming Houses (France, United Kingdom, 

Spain) ;  

• 3 Gaming Arenas (France, Poland, 

Belgium). 

o 3 participating observations: 

• Training, competition and LAN room 

(Esports Room Kajaani) ; 

• Esports Bar (Meltdown Esports Bar Caen) ; 

• Virtual Reality Leasure Park et exergaming 

(CAHEM Mondeville). 

Non-participating observations are based on "long stays" with identical 

analytical grids at each of the three locations in the three categories. Each 

place is therefore described in the same way and several times, possibly by 

different observers. A minimum of twenty hours of cumulative observation 

is scheduled for each location. The observation grid is based on three axes: 

▪ Literal transcription (facts, speech, temporality, participants, 

atmosphere ...); 

▪ Graphic transcription (diagram, photo ...); 

▪ Personal evocation (hypotheses, impressions ...). 

Participant observations are collective immersions (between 15 and 40 

participants) which take place once, in one place and for a period of 4 hours. 

All the participants live the experience of the place observed, with 

different activities according to their interest and specificity. The 

experiences are compiled through a retrospective in a collaborative 

workshop and lead to the development of previously identified themes 
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(interaction, scenography, feelings). 

Several photos below illustrate the observation areas in France and 

Finland. 
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To complete the field observations, benchmarks were carried out. A 

benchmark can be considered as a documentary-type observation, that is, 

it is based on archives consulted and not on people encountered or places 

visited. By way of example, here are two benchmarks carried out to 

discover sports arenas: 

1. The Danish city of Odense is home to the most important hub of the 

robotics industry in northern Europe. The sector is growing rapidly and 

investors are flocking. However, the city and its businesses have 

struggled to recruit a sufficient amount of highly skilled labor. When 

the city analyzed the problem, it found two main reasons: the 

international applicants did not know the city in general, and the 

domestic applicants had in mind that the city had few interesting 

activities. To alleviate these two main issues, preventing further 

growth for the city and its businesses, the city of Odense and its 

robotics industry teamed up with ESL in 2018 to host one of the biggest 

esports tournaments in the world. world in Odense and create the “The 

Road To Odense” campaign. This campaign was promoted throughout 

the season on shows, websites and social media. It thus provided 

constant exposure to Odense as a host city. This perfectly illustrates 

how an esports event can become a valuable marketing tool for an 

entire region long before the event takes place. A host city can 

integrate business partners and promote its profile as a hotspot, expo 

hub or even as a tourist destination. Results: more than 50,000 people 

visited the “Road to Odense” site, nearly 5,000 people clicked on “tech” 

job offers highlighted during the campaign and more than 100 

applications were received at the end of 2018 , a few months after the 

campaign. Economic impact of the 2019 ESL Pro League competition: 

3.88 million euros. 

2. Katowice, a city of 320,000 inhabitants in the Silesia region of Poland, 

chose in 2013 to build a new sports arena. Rather than hosting a 

basketball or tennis competition there, the city turned to ESL to 

develop an innovative program: esport. 7 years later, Katowice has 

become a major city in the video game competition industry, 

welcoming more than 175,000 visitors from around the world each year 

to the Intel Extreme Master (IEM) competition organized by ESL in 

partnership with Intel . In addition, the city benefits from an aura and 

media coverage which by this single event represents the equivalent of 

a campaign of more than 71 million euros. Finally, in 7 years, the 
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employment pool has been renewed thanks to esport, creating new 

opportunities, new jobs and extremely interesting growth prospects, 

including for related industries (hotel industry, transport, computer 

networks , building etc.). For example, almost 200 jobs have been 

created by ESL, the organizer of IEM, which has established its 

audiovisual production hub in Katowice. In order to maintain its status 

as the flagship city of esport in Europe, Katowice voted to award grants 

for the organization of the IEM to the tune of half a million euros per 

year until 2023. Economic impact of the Intel Extreme Masters by ESL 

competition: 12 million euros. 

3.2.2. semi-structured interview 

The semi-structured interview corresponds to the most qualitative part of 

the measuring instrument. It is the interviews that best allow us to 

understand a reality. This is based on an interview guide that can be seen 

as "a reminder (a reminder). It is written before the interview and includes 

the list of themes or aspects of the theme that should have been addressed 

before the end of the interview. Like any memento, it must be easily and 

quickly searchable: detailed and precise but with short and clear notations 

(keywords, nominal sentences, etc.). The order of the themes of the list is 

constructed to prefigure a possible course of the interview, a probable 

logic of the sequences. But the objective of the list is not to determine 

these sequences nor the formulation of the questions during the interview 

(only the key words can be used): the interview must follow its own 

dynamic ”(Combessy, 2007). 

From this perspective, the important thing is to have a fairly varied sample 

(in terms of functions in the sports ecosystem) for a sufficiently 

representative panel of interviewees (final number of people within the 

sample). In order to be able to measure changes in perceptions, the families 

of actors were interviewed twice between 2018 and 2020. In the end, 46 

separate interviews were carried out for 31 different people and 

representing 22 different profiles. The interviews last an average of 2 hours 

with more or less an hour. 

The interviews are built around four themes: 

1. Personal course of practices related to esport 

2. Trajectory of representations 
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3. Inclusion and toxicity 

4. Support and supervision needs 

The profiles were established according to the esports ecosystem: 

 

 

 

The profiles were also established according to the esports value chain that 

distinguishes the video game industry, competition, broadcasting and 

finally services. 

The first link in the chain rests with the rights holders of the video game 

industry. They include: 

• Game developer studios, 
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• Their publishers, 

• The distributors, 

• Technology providers (platforms, equipment, networks, etc.).  

The second link in the chain is centered on competition. It brings together 

: 

• The players, 

•  Supervision, 

• The clubs, 

• Organizers, 

•  Video game platforms and rights holders, 

•  Regulatory and arbitration bodies. 

The third link is that of the dissemination of esports. This concerns both: 

•  The broadcast of competition on a platform, 

•  All media (information, analysis, social networks ...), 

• Ticketing, 

•  Merchandising, 

•  Sponsorship. 

The last link in the esports value chain revolves around services. This 

includes related services: 

•  Management (legal support, accounting, HR management, 

etc.), 

•  Education (in schools, universities, sports, etc.), 

•  Research, 
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•  Optimizing performance and supporting the player (media 

training, diet, mental coaching, ergonomics, physical preparation, etc.). 

Below is the list of profiles selected (some profiles have been strategically 

selected on several occasions for issues of gender diversity, consideration 

of disability or categorical need): 

▪ Player (8 sub-profiles) 

▪ Family (2 sub-profiles) 

▪ Competition organizer 

▪ Streamer (2 sub-profiles) 

▪ Coach 

▪ Manager / club or association manager 

▪ Educator / trainer / teacher (2 sub-profiles) 

▪ Local authority representative 

▪ Representative of traditional sports / cultural field (2 sub-profiles) 

▪ Fan / supporter (2 sub-profiles) 

The 46 interviews were conducted in a balanced fashion between Finland 

(12), France (12), Spain (12) and the United Kingdom (10). 

3.2.3. Survey 

To quantify and allow to describe the reality of esport in Europe (in 

particular, to explore spaces outside the national scope of partners), a vast 

questionnaire survey was carried out between April and November 2019. It 

targets players and consumers. ports. 

The structure is based on the COMI method. This method involves asking 

questions about the behaviors, opinions, motivations and identity of the 

respondents. The advantage of this method is that it can bring out 

awareness and practices. 
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1954 responses were collected during the period. In order not to have an 

over-representativeness at the European level of certain countries (in 

particular France, Germany, Hungary and Finland), a certain number of 

answers were deleted using the method of stratified sampling. This brings 

the number of respondents retained for the questionnaire to 720. The 

interest of this stratification makes it possible to have a very good 

representation for certain countries, which thus become control variables 

by crossing their information with known national data. 

The responses cover the 32 European countries below with a minimum of 

15 respondents, which certainly allows us to defend an acceptable 

generalization at European level, but remains the result of a questionnaire 

and therefore an inherently imperfect representation of reality. : 

 

See the whole survey in Annex. 
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4. Results 

Unsurprisingly, and in line with all of the existing work (in particular 

Sjöblom, M., & Hamari, J., 2017), the practice of esport reveals a strongly 

masculine practice (in particular when the practice tends towards a 

amateur approach), centered on the 18-35 age group, for audiences with 

levels of study between Bachelor or Master (bac + 3 to bac + 5) - which 

constitutes an average level higher than the rest of the population, and a 

public in studies or in employment (less unemployment than for the rest of 

the population). 
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By relying on the entire measurement instrument, it is possible to 

structure the results around elements that provide information about 

the practice, perception, places, settings and context of practice. 
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4.1. Practice  

The issue of esport fits imperfectly in the expression of practice and should 

be understood rather as consumption or commitment. As with other 

practices - cultural or sporting, a subject can give rise to an effective 

practice (I draw pictures, I play football) but also to consumption (I go to a 

museum exhibition, I watch a football match). football on television) or a 

center of interest (I read a book on Picasso, I consult a sports news website). 

 

For the 5% who are not familiar.
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The graph below shows that competitive practice in itself is not central, and 

this now makes it possible to distinguish the practice of video games from 

the practice of esports. In the first case, we are centered on the player-

game pair whereas, in the second case, we are centered on a competition-

game pair. 

Similar to what we find in football, for example, consumers spend more 

time (5-6 times more) watching and learning than playing as such. 
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In a very striking way and consistent with the interviews or observations, 

the practice is carried out mainly on a desktop computer, and once again, 

distinguishes esport from video games. “Optimizing configurations and 

hardware is called gaming setup. We can hardly change anything on 

consoles while on the PC, we can get an advantage over other players. 

Comfort has nothing to do with it and you can really do extensive 

customization "(Paul, 23, Starcraft II player, France). The esports games 

that stand out in the study are games where the skills are the most marked 

in terms of difficulty of mastery or agonistic challenge. 
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Esports consumers are only very rarely interested in becoming professional 

players themselves, aware of the importance of having to invest intensely: 

“To become a professional, you need talent, work, network and luck ! It 

takes a lot for each of these elements. I play at a pretty good level, I 

have fun and that’s enough! (Iker, League of Legends player, 21, Spain). 

4.2.  Perception 
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All of the graphs above and below express the perception of esports 

consumers and show an extremely large representation gap with a major 

part of society. In fact, there seems to be a major disconnect between 

subjects which do not exist or very little in the world of esports and which 

centralize most of the attention outside these circles.  

"For me, it is not healthy to allow this practice to develop. It creates 

competition with real sports, it endangers success at school and it 

dumbs all young people down" (Peter, 57, elected local, UK).  

Violent speech of this type is not necessarily the most frequent, but it 

should be noted among the people interviewed a threefold tendency: 
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• Lack of factual knowledge on the subject; 

• Fantasies linked to a generational gap; 

• Over-mobilization of sport in exchanges. 
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4.3. Spaces 

The esports practice sites are divided into three main scales, ranging 

from the single room to the competition arena via the collective 

practice room. Most of the practice is done at home. This is a very 

strong trend in Europe with very regular comments from players who 

regret not having enough public or private spaces for collective 

practice. 

"Playing on fast machines, with a good connection (ie a stable 

connection) is impossible for me. I don't even play any more 

matches because I rage every time because of the material 

conditions ”(Drt_VII, 24, Counter Strike: GO player, Greece). 

On these geographical questions, esport is a revelation like any other 

of the disparities and economic inequalities that will reduce the 

practitioners to games on mobile or to an exclusive consumption of 

video content as they move away from urban areas or richness. 

Private places (at home or with a friend) allow extended play sessions. 

It goes without saying that these private spaces, without control or 

support, constitute a vulnerability for the players (risk of overtraining, 

risk related to social networks, risk of sedentary lifestyle ...). 
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4.3.1. Gaming Room 

 

The Gaming Room is the individual and private space for competitive 

gaming. The Gaming Room consists of the game space (screens, 

controllers, central unit or console, microphone and headphones, seat, 

table), around which can be added a streaming space (camera, green 

screen, control deck, lighting, decor). It is a space that has recurring 

characteristics that it is possible to list: 

▪ Non-exclusive use for entertainment purposes. The Gaming 

Room, particularly in a student context, allows other 

functions to coexist (working, sleeping, watching films and 

series, etc.); 

▪ Strong identity investment with this place. "This is my 

favorite place. It’s the only place I feel at home. Here, it's 

like an airport that sends me away from the rotten 

atmosphere of my parents' house, the papers and laundry 

lying on the floor in my room "(Etienne, 25, living with his 

parents, France). This leads to an important decorative 

concern to stage its play space; 
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▪ Cultural orientation of the Gaming Room. The markers and 

distinctions linked to a country are generally invisible and the 

cultural mark is more attached to a game, a team or a 

community; 

▪ Scalability of the place with a view to its optimization, both in 

terms of gaming but also of comfort. Practitioners 

interviewed stress the importance of this last point with an 

awareness very sensitive to the needs of their bodies. The 

Gaming Room can be moved quite easily, the rest of the 

accommodation being seen more as a shell; 

▪ Use in a family and private context which opens up to friendly 

circles "It's in my room and in front of my PC that I invite 

my friends. And conversely, I go to them. We watch each 

other play while giving each other advice. (Juan, 17, Spain). 
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4.3.2. Gaming House 

he Gaming House corresponds to a more polymorphic reality. Here, the 

scale is that of one or more rooms over a space ranging from a few dozen 

to a hundred square meters. It is a place that accommodates several 

functions which can each accommodate several people. Among these 

functions, it is possible to list: 

▪ The game area (possibly increased depending on the 

platform). The equipment is often recent and / or of high 

quality. A very fast and stable connection is available; 

▪ The relaxation area, which can take the form of a bar area or 

a lounge area. This is an important space to relieve the 

pressure between several rounds or for briefings / debriefing; 

▪ The reception area, possibly with a payment terminal for 

Gaming House type esport bar or esport center. 
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Gaming Houses can be places for training, training, competition, 

conviviality or even accommodation. Their deployment remains very 

urban, not to say characteristic of large metropolises. The number of 

Gaming Houses belonging to the public or associative sector is 

relatively small compared to the private sector but tends to develop 

more and more rapidly as media libraries and socio-cultural animation 

spaces are restructured taking this into account. new practice. 

The people who frequent these places explain: "we come there for 

the atmosphere and the material, but what we prefer is to be in 

socks at home or in a larger room with more atmosphere" (Ian , 27, 

UK). The Gaming Houses, however, allow "a club life that is difficult 

to keep at a distance" (Margaux, 19, France). 

Particular care is taken in the decoration to create a very marked 

video game atmosphere (see the photo below of the Gaming House 

Team Factory in Caen). A support or supervision service offer is most 

often offered, although the trend varies from country to country. In 

the northern and Anglo-Saxon areas, the tendency is to leave the 

players in autonomy, where in France and in the Mediterranean areas, 

support is more systematically offered. 
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4.3.3. Gaming Arena 

The Gaming Arena is an event space that can accommodate several 

hundred to several thousand or even tens of thousands of participants. The 

Gaming Arenas can host LAN parties (photo below from Tours DreamHack) 

with several hundred or thousands of competitors or finals (second photo 

from Paris Games Week).   
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This competition or show scale marks for practitioners (players or 

enthusiasts) the most sought-after time frame. “It's during big events 

that you can see the true nature of esports. All year round, we wait for 

this atmosphere, cosplay, meeting other members of our community ... 

You can see the pros in real life competing against each other, and it's 

even bigger! »(Sergio, 26, Italy). 

4.3.4. Other places  

It is not only in the previously mentioned spaces (Room, House or Arena) 

that the practice can be carried out. A large number of people interviewed 

also mentioned transport or even less expected places such as toilets or 

work environments (office or classroom). 

These other places are more conducive to games on tablets and 

smartphones. They mark an almost continuous penetration of the video 

game sphere and the adaptability of players to their context. 

4.4. Institutions 

The question of the institution and the need for supervision is appreciated 

differently in Europe. However, there is a need for accessibility and Gaming 

House type places. 
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What would make you more engaged in esports ? 
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The question of the institutions and the need for supervision is appreciated 

differently in Europe. However, it is very clear that there is a need for 

accessibility and Gaming House-type places for the dimensions of coaching, 

emulation and above all socialization. The wish is very clear among the 

disabled players interviewed. 
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The expressed demand recurs on two levels: the local need for support and 

the need for guidance and guidance at the national level. 

National federations or associations are quite strongly identified even if 

this is less evident with practitioners from Eastern and Southern Europe. 

The desire is to see these federations support national championships and 

act as spokespersons for publishers. 
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4.5. Context 

4.5.1. How long? 

The interviews, observations and questionnaires may have wreaked havoc 

on a number of misconceptions. More specifically, the interviews with 

politicians or families, often brought to light misconceptions, factually 

contradicted. There is, however, a subject where representations and 

practices come together with playing times which are indeed extremely 

important. 
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Out of the sample of respondents, a majority of them report more than 20 

hours per week. To these 20 hours of practice, we must add about 10 hours 

on average watching competitions. That averages over four hours a day. 

Note that there is no notable distinction in terms of gender or age. The 

student or employee status does not change the figures either. It is 

generally the children who come to reduce these totals (- 35% on average). 
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4.5.2. With whom ? 

Players have a fairly strong tendency to play with relatives (family and 

especially friends). Note, however, that the players say in interviews that 

they have a lot of friends from their common passion. The meetings are 

done by social networks before meeting IRL. 

"At the beginning, we come for the game, then for the competitions 

because we are starting to have a good ranking but, in fact, we stay for 

the friends that we make around all this! (Sonia, League of Legends 

player, 29, Germany). 
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4.5.3. Harassment 

Non-existent during observations in the field, the subject very present 

during exchanges with the interviewees. Harassment and toxic behavior 

are undeniable a reality in esports, and it should be added: as in the rest 

of European society. The field of esports is not in itself pathogenic, but 

neither is it immune to the violence of comments about gender or origin. 

"During the same live, we have people who express the best proofs of 

solidarity and at the same time the worst stupidity. Ban systems are, 

however, more effective in esports than elsewhere. When you put a 

"commu" on your back, you just have to change your nickname! 

»(Wandrille, CSGO player, 20, Belgium). 
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1. In which ways are you involved with esports?
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2. What different platforms do you use for playing esports games?
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3. Which game genres do you play?
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6. Have you ever faced harassment or bad behavior in esports?
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ESPORTS CENTERS & SOCIAL
INCLUSION : ESPORTS SURVEY

 

Aiming to produce an ethical and inclusive charter for the esports community, a full MOOC on

the subject and an international forum, this survey will provide an overview of the practices and

uses of the esports community.

 

The project entitled Esports Centers & Social Inclusion (ECSI) consists of a European

collaboration funded by the Erasmus+ programme, supporting the development,

experimentation and diffusion of an innovating territorial concept in the emerging field of esports.

The ECSI project is led by the University of Caen Normandy, the Kajaani  University of Applied

Sciences, the Wrexham Glyndŵr University and the University of Murcia. 

 

On June 3 and 4 2021, the ECSI project organize an international forum on esports in Caen.

There will be with conferences, workshops and an esports competition! More information to

come on website (https://ecsi-project.com/) and our twitter (https://twitter.com/eCSIProject) ! 

Welcome and thank you for your interest and involvement. The survey should only last 5 to 7

minutes.

There are 40 questions in this survey.

eSports

Are you familiar with the term "esports" ? *

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

https://ecsi-project.com/
https://twitter.com/eCSIProject
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Esports is a competitive way of playing video games / competitive gaming. What
are your thoughts on the general concept ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was 'No' at question '1 [esports1]' (Are you familiar with the term "esports" ?)

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 It sounds childish and feels like a waste of time

 I am indifferent on the matter

 I think I have heard about it before

 It sounds interesting and I would like to know more

Which scenario(s) would make you more convinced with esports ?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was 'It sounds childish and feels like a waste of time' at question '2 [esports2]'

(Esports is a competitive way of playing video games / competitive gaming. What are

your thoughts on the general concept ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 More players can make a living out of it

 Esports is approached in a more academic way

 Nothing can convince me

Other: 
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In which ways are you involved with esports ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was 'Yes' at question '1 [esports1]' (Are you familiar with the term "esports" ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 Competing

 Spectating

 Reading news / following social media

 Coaching and team management

 Journalism or video creation

 I don't consume in any way

Other: 

What different platforms do you use for playing esports games (gaming) ?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '4 [esports4]' (In which ways are you involved with esports ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 Desktop PC

 Console

 Phone or tablet

 (Gaming) Laptop

Other: 
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Which game genres do you play ?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '4 [esports4]' (In which ways are you involved with esports ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 First/Third Person Shooters (FPS/TPS)

 Role-Playing games (RPG)

 Real Time Strategy games (RTS)

 Racing games

 MOBA games

 Fighting games

 Dance / Rhythm games

 Mobile games

 Sports games

 Auto-Battler games

Other: 

Who do you play with ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was 'Competing' at question '4 [esports4]' (In which ways are you involved with

esports ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 Friends

 Family

 With whoever people I find

Other: 
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Where do you play esports? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

((esports4_SQ001.NAOK

(/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/260903) == "Y"))

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 At home

 At some friend's place

 In a club or an association

 At my school/university

 At work

 In a public facitlity such as a library or a community center

 in a private facitlity such as an esports bar or an amusement arcade

Other: 

Have you ever faced harassment or bad behavior in esports ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was 'Reading news / following social media' or 'Coaching and team

management' or 'Journalism or video creation' or 'Spectating' or 'Competing' at question

'4 [esports4]' (In which ways are you involved with esports ?)

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

https://enquetes.unicaen.fr/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/260903
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Which harassment(s) or bad behaviour(s) have you witnessed ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was 'Yes' at question '9 [esports8]' (Have you ever faced harassment or bad

behavior in esports ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 cyberbullying on social media

 unwelcome verbal conduct during a physical event

 hurtful comment or joke based on race, color or national origin

 hurtful comment or joke based on sex (including pregnancy and gender identity) or

sexual orientation

 hurtful comment or joke based on disabilty or medical history

 hurtful comment or joke based on age or marital status

 hurtful comment or joke based on political affiliation or religious beliefs

Other: 

What is your reason for not consuming esports ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '4 [esports4]' (In which ways are you involved with esports ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 My culture is not supportive towards esports/gaming

 Games are too complicated

 I am not interested or have the time

Other: 
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How often have you heard a similar reason from someone else during the last year
? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

! is_empty(esports9_other

(/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/260931))

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 At least once a week

 At least once a month

 At least once within a year

 Never

What do you think would improve the image of esports ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '11 [esports9]' (What is your reason for not consuming esports

?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 Making esports more approachable

 Using other countries linked with esports as a comparison

 Greater availability of general information for the public

Other: 

https://enquetes.unicaen.fr/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/260931
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What are your reasons for competing and/or spectating esports ?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

(esports4_SQ001.NAOK

(/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/260903) == "Y") or

(esports4_SQ002.NAOK

(/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/260903) == "Y")

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 I do it as a hobby and it is a stress reliever for me

 I am interested in becoming a professional player

 I admire the skill of professional players

 I want to get more involved with esports community and industry

Other: 

How many hours a week do you spend time in gaming (playing esport related
games) ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '4 [esports4]' (In which ways are you involved with esports ?)

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 0-10

 10-20

 20-30

 30-40

 40+

https://enquetes.unicaen.fr/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/260903
https://enquetes.unicaen.fr/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/260903
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What would make you more engaged in esports ?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

esports13.NAOK

(/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/261013) == "A1" or

esports14.NAOK

(/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/261014) == "A1"

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 More streamlined experience

 Make it easier to access

 Area I live in lacks esports related content (e.g. events or pc cafes)

Other: 

How many hours a week do you spend time in spectating esports games ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '4 [esports4]' (In which ways are you involved with esports ?)

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 0-10

 10-20

 20-30

 30-40

 40+

https://enquetes.unicaen.fr/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/261013
https://enquetes.unicaen.fr/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/261014
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Which media platforms do you use to publish your content ?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '4 [esports4]' (In which ways are you involved with esports ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 Twitter

 Facebook

 Youtube

 Instagram

 Discord

Other: 

What kind of sponsors have you attracted and how big is the fan base of your
team/organization ?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '4 [esports4]' (In which ways are you involved with esports ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 No sponsors and my main followers are my friends and family

 No sponsors but over 500 followers on different social media platforms

 One or more sponsors with product support

 One or more sponsors with monetary support

Other: 
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What type of products has your organization received via sponsorship ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '19 [esports17]' (What kind of sponsors have you attracted and

how big is the fan base of your team/organization ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 Consumables e.g. energy drinks or energy bars

 Hardware e.g. gaming peripherals

Other: 

What kind of improvements would help in making games less complicated ?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '11 [esports9]' (What is your reason for not consuming esports

?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 Game developers implementing more ways of gathering feedback

 Making in-game tutorials mandatory and more interesting

 Organizing esports related courses that teach about the games

Other: 
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Which country has the most accepting and appropriate culture towards esports in
your opinion? Please give basis for your thoughts. *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '13 [esports11]' (What do you think would improve the image of

esports ?)

Please write your answer here:

What would potentially be the main source of resources ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was at question '13 [esports11]' (What do you think would improve the image of

esports ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 Using a cheap/free venue for the weekend sponsored by the city; no external

funding

 Collaboration with local sponsors or fundraising for organizing a bigger event

Other: 

esports awareness
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What is your general opinion about esports ? *

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Totally
disagree Disagree Agree

Totally
agree

Esports is a good and
acceptable hobby

Esports is a modern
way of competing

There is enough
information available
on esports and I can
easily find it

Esports is a fun way
to spend time

Esports is in my
opinion seen as more
positive phenomenon
rather than negative

What kind of esports topics would you like to learn more about ? *

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 General information, e.g. what it is

 How can I get involved / How to start competing

 Scientific topics

 Career possibilities

 I feel like I already have enough information

Other: 
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The most interesting esports career aspect for me would be... *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

(esports2.NAOK

(/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/260896) == "A4") or

(info2_SQ004.NAOK

(/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22757/qid/261079) == "Y")

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 Solo competitor

 Team competitor

 Gameplay coach

 Mental/lifestyle coach

 Event organizer

 Marketing person

 CEO of an esports organization

My strongest attributes as a competitor include... *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was 'Solo competitor' or 'Team competitor' at question '26 [info3]' (The most

interesting esports career aspect for me would be...)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 My ability to tolerate pressure

 My mechanical and fine motor skills

 My self-reflection and performance evaluation skills

 My communication skills

Other: 

https://enquetes.unicaen.fr/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22754/qid/260896
https://enquetes.unicaen.fr/index.php/admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/871264/gid/22757/qid/261079
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What is your prior coaching or instructor experience ? Could you see yourself
implementing your skills into esports perspective ? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was 'Gameplay coach' or 'Mental/lifestyle coach' at question '26 [info3]' (The

most interesting esports career aspect for me would be...)

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 I have prior experience and I would like to coach esports players

 I have prior experience but non esports specific and I am not likely to involve myself

into esports industry

 I have no prior experience but esports sounds interesting

Do you have prior endorsement or business partnership experience and could you
see yourself being involved with esports ?

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 I have prior experience and I would like to be involved with esports

 I have prior experience but I would rather not get involved with esports

 I have no prior experience but esports sounds interesting

There is an esports association in my country. *

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

 I don't know
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My country association gives relevant and timely information about esports. (1 =
fully disagree, 5 = fully agree)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was 'Yes' at question '30 [info7]' (There is an esports association in my country.)

Please choose only one of the following:

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

There should be an esports federation in my country. (1 = fully disagree, 5 = fully
agree)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was 'No' at question '30 [info7]' (There is an esports association in my country.)

Please choose only one of the following:

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5
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I feel like I need more information about esports in general. (1 = fully disagree, 5 =
fully agree)

Please choose only one of the following:

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

I find information about esports through... 

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

Answer was 'Yes' at question '1 [esports1]' (Are you familiar with the term "esports" ?)

 Check all that apply

Please choose all that apply:

 Websites

 Articles

 News

 Friends

 Social media

 Television

 Streaming platforms

Other: 

Profil type
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Gender :  *

Please choose all that apply:

 Woman

 Man

 Transgender

 Non-binary/non-conforming

 Prefer not to respond

Age :  *

Please choose only one of the following:

 11 and less

 12 - 17

 18 - 24

 25 - 34

 35 - 49

 50+
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Nationality : *

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 Afghan

 Albanian

 Algerian

 American

 Andorran

 Angolan

 Antiguans

 Argentinean

 Armenian

 Australian

 Austrian

 Azerbaijani

 Bahamian

 Bahraini

 Bangladeshi

 Barbadian

 Barbudans

 Batswana

 Belarusian

 Belgian

 Belizean

 Beninese

 Bhutanese

 Bolivian

 Bosnian
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 Brazilian

 British

 Bruneian

 Bulgarian

 Burkinabe

 Burmese

 Burundian

 Cambodian

 Cameroonian

 Canadian

 Cape Verdean

 Central African

 Chadian

 Chilean

 Chinese

 Colombian

 Comoran

 Congolese

 Costa Rican

 Croatian

 Cuban

 Cypriot

 Czech

 Danish

 Djibouti

 Dominican

 Dutch

 East Timorese
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 Ecuadorean

 Egyptian

 Emirian

 Equatorial Guinean

 Eritrean

 Estonian

 Ethiopian

 Fijian

 Filipino

 Finnish

 French

 Gabonese

 Gambian

 Georgian

 German

 Ghanaian

 Greek

 Grenadian

 Guatemalan

 Guinea-Bissauan

 Guinean

 Guyanese

 Haitian

 Herzegovinian

 Honduran

 Hungarian

 I-Kiribati

 Icelander
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 Indian

 Indonesian

 Iranian

 Iraqi

 Irish

 Israeli

 Italian

 Ivorian

 Jamaican

 Japanese

 Jordanian

 Kazakhstani

 Kenyan

 Kittian and Nevisian

 Kuwaiti

 Kyrgyz

 Laotian

 Latvian

 Lebanese

 Liberian

 Libyan

 Liechtensteiner

 Lithuanian

 Luxembourger

 Macedonian

 Malagasy

 Malawian

 Malaysian
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 Maldivian

 Malian

 Maltese

 Marshallese

 Mauritanian

 Mauritian

 Mexican

 Micronesian

 Moldovan

 Monacan

 Mongolian

 Moroccan

 Mosotho

 Motswana

 Mozambican

 Namibian

 Nauruan

 Nepalese

 New Zealander

 Ni-Vanuatu

 Nicaraguan

 Nigerian

 Nigerien

 North Korean

 Northern Irish

 Norwegian

 Omani

 Pakistani
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 Palauan

 Panamanian

 Papua New Guinean

 Paraguayan

 Peruvian

 Polish

 Portuguese

 Qatari

 Romanian

 Russian

 Rwandan

 Saint Lucian

 Salvadoran

 Samoan

 San Marinese

 Sao Tomean

 Saudi

 Scottish

 Senegalese

 Serbian

 Seychellois

 Sierra Leonean

 Singaporean

 Slovakian

 Slovenian

 Solomon Islander

 Somali

 South African
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 South Korean

 Spanish

 Sri Lankan

 Sudanese

 Surinamer

 Swazi

 Swedish

 Swiss

 Syrian

 Taiwanese

 Tajik

 Tanzanian

 Thai

 Togolese

 Tongan

 Trinidadian or Tobagonian

 Tunisian

 Turkish

 Tuvaluan

 Ugandan

 Ukrainian

 Uruguayan

 Uzbekistani

 Venezuelan

 Vietnamese

 Welsh

 Yemenite

 Zambian
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 Zimbabwean

Educational background : *

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 Elementary school

 Upper secondary school

 Vocational school

 Bachelor's degree

 Master's degree

 Doctoral degree

 Other 

Occupation : *

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 Entrepreneur

 Managerial position

 Expert / Specialist

 Employee

 Student

 Pensioner

 Unemployed

 Other 
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Marital status : *

 Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

 Single

 Married or in a relationship ; no children

 Married or in a relationship ; with children

 Single parent

 Other 

Thank you for your precious time ! 

To discover the ECSI Project and find more information around the International Forum in

Caen or the esports MOOC, go to our website  (https://ecsi-project.com/) 

Meet us on twitter (https://twitter.com/eCSIProject) !

Submit your survey. 

Thank you for completing this survey. 

https://ecsi-project.com/
https://twitter.com/eCSIProject


1. What does he think and feel? 

What really matters to him?

Providing for his family keeping them happy and safe. Success and respect in his career, respect from peers.

What occupies his thinking? 

Work, family life, hobbies, health and fitness.

What worries and aspirations does he have? 

Not achieving in career, being stuck, balancing work / family life.

2. What does he see?

What things his environment influence him? 

News / TV, Internet.

What competitors is he seeing?  

Colleagues, neighbours, younger male friends.

What is he seeing friends do?  

Similar things, own families, shared hobbies.

3. What does he say and do?

What is his attitude towards others?

Neutral / accepting - aware.

What does he do in public?  

Being with his family, work – professional conduct.

How has his behaviour changed?  

Keeps abreast of technological advances, responsibilities increase as he has gotten older.

4. What does he hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts his thinking?  

Criticism at work, nagging wife / children, politics.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is he facing?

Losing job, no career progression, financial troubles, 

family health, not being able to relate to children, 

children choosing dangerous lifestyle.

What is he hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
Promotion, successful children, peaceful more, grow 
family, nice things, travel, recognition.

Post-it: Career-focused family man, wants success in all areas.

Pierre
UK (marketing). 30/40 year old dad. 
Professional man. Kids interested in gaming.

 Intéressé par les actions : 5, 6, 3, 7, 2 
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1. What does he think and feel? 

What really matters to him?

A job satisfaction.

What occupies his thinking? 

Providing a good home.

What worries and aspirations does he have? 

A stable job.

2. What does he see?

What things his environment influence him? 

What competitors is he seeing? 

What is he seeing friends do?  

Friends enjoying Esports.

3. What does he say and do?

What is his attitude towards others?

Friendly.

What does he do in public?  

Works toward promoting Esports.

How has his behaviour changed?  

It has not changed.

4. What does he hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts his thinking?  

That it is taking all his time.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is he facing?

(If he was) not able to buy the latest equipment. To 

remain competitive.

What is he hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
Improving his skills.

Post-it: 27 years old. Financial planner. Jack would like to have more knowledge on Esports. 

He would like it to be an inclusive practice, ethical, have more knowledge on Esports centres.

Jack
27. Newly married. No children. British. 
Financial planner. Into tech. electronic.

 Intéressé par les actions : 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 

ECSI · Personas
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1. What does he think and feel? 

What really matters to him?

Career, success, acknowledgement, money, entertainment.

What occupies his thinking? 

The game, his performances, his image.

What worries and aspirations does he have? 

Competition, being replaced, the game’s popularity, being the best.

2. What does he see?

What things his environment influence him?  

The game scene, other players, organizations, sponsors, fans, community.

What competitors is he seeing? 

Other players, also other games

What is he seeing friends do?  

Win/lose, retiring, going to different fields.

3. What does he say and do?

What is his attitude towards others?

Bit arrogant, easy-going, out-spoken.

What does he do in public?  

He is a showman, party, compete.

How has his behaviour changed?  

Success brought a lot of confidence, loss of success calmed him down, felt down.

4. What does he hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts his thinking?  

Parents against his career choices, media criticism, childhood friends give him support and influence. 

They support him to compete.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is he facing?

Criticism, being washed-up, competition, seeing your 

peers succeeding, being overshadowed.

What is he hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
Wins, titles, money, power. For him, success looks like 
being a champion, being remembered.

Post-it: Successful pro-gamer, wants more fame and money.

Ilyes “Stephano” Satouri
25. France/Tunisia. 
Starcraft II pro player.

 Intéressé par les actions : 1, 7, (4) 
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1. What does he think and feel? 

What really matters to him?

What occupies his thinking?

What worries and aspirations does he have?

2. What does he see?

What things his environment influence him? 

What competitors is he seeing? 

What is he seeing friends do? 

3. What does he say and do?

What is his attitude towards others?

Doesn’t pay attention to other people.

What does he do in public? 

How has his behaviour changed? 

4. What does he hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts his thinking?  

People tell him to have a new career or to do something in his life.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is he facing?

Not a good team player. He prefers to work by himself.

What is he hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
Wants to improve his computing skills.

Post-it: Ken, 38 years old, introverted, computer enthusiastic. 

Wants to engage with the subject, not with the people.

Ken
38. No job. Spends most of his time on a computer. 
Socially awkward. Very practical.

 Intéressé par les actions : 1, 3, 4 

ECSI · Personas
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1. What does she think and feel? 

What really matters to her?

Her degree, keeping her family happy, her body (fit).

What occupies her thinking?

Football. Conflict in her family, with her boyfriend.

What worries and aspirations does she have?

She isn’t good enough to become a professional football player. She would like to.

2. What does she see?

What things her environment influence her? 

Gymnastics, matches, shops, her home.

What competitors is she seeing? 

The others are stronger.

What is she seeing friends do? 

Playing video games, doing parties and drinking, going to the disco.

3. What does she say and do?

What is her attitude towards others?

Sociable.

What does she do in public? 

She talks about football a lot.

How has her behaviour changed? 

She became more aggressive because she is a hooligan and she argues with the other teams. She is focused on 

sport so she is losing relationships.

4. What does she hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts her thinking?  

Her family and friends pushed her so she likes football and hates computer and fast-food. 

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is she facing?

Family pressure, injury, her teammates are better.

What is she hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
Professional contacts, playing around the world, finish 
her degree and leave the shop she works at.

Post-it: Ana is sportive, motivated and healthy. She isn’t self-confident.

Ana
22. Studying sport science, from Munich in Germany. 
She talks German, Polish and English. She likes sports 
(football, hockey) and going shopping. Her boyfriend loves 
video games and he doesn’t like sport as she does. She works 
in a shop with her boyfriend. She lives in a 4 bedroom house with 
her boyfriend and other people. She hates fast-food and video games.

 Intéressé par les actions : 1, 7, (4) 

ECSI · Personas
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1. What does she think and feel? 

What really matters to her?

Work and gaming.

What occupies her thinking?

Winning the next tournament. 

What worries and aspirations does she have?

Not being seen as an equal to men in the competitive environment.

2. What does she see?

What things her environment influence her? 

Online influencers, friends, colleagues.

What competitors is she seeing? 

Those on YouTube.

What is she seeing friends do? 

They worry about the amount of time it takes.

3. What does she say and do?

What is her attitude towards others?

Worried about what other people say.

What does she do in public? 

Acts like she is not as concerned as she really is.

How has her behaviour changed? 

She became frustrated and edgy.

4. What does she hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to her that impacts her thinking?  

Her colleagues remind her that she deserve as much as men in competition.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is she facing?

Frustration of being looked down on. 

Worrying she isn’t spending enough time practicing.

What is she hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
She hopes to prove that Esports is not only for young 
men but an opportunity for everybody.

Post-it: 22 years old. Pro player. She wants equality in sport and recognition for women.

Janet
22 year old American. 
Technician, e-gamer.

 Intéressé par les actions : 2, 1, 4 
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1. What does he think and feel? 

What really matters to him?

His career (and its constituents).

What occupies his thinking? 

His political moves and his representation. 

What worries and aspirations does he have? 

He wants to become a M.P.

2. What does he see?

What things his environment influence him? 

Everything.

What competitors is he seeing?  

Local politicians.

What is he seeing friends do?  

Friends? He hardly has any… Or he hardly sees them anyway.

3. What does he say and do?

What is his attitude towards others?

He is a good listener.

What does he do in public?  

Shakes hands, meets people, and holds.

How has his behaviour changed?  

Recently, he has realised that the youngsters could be a good target on top of his regular constituents 

(mostly his age).

4. What does he hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts his thinking?  

He listens to himself most of all but he wants to please everyone.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is he facing?

Lack of comprehension. A big competition.

What is he hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
A successful career. 
“I need more votes. I need to be popular.”

Post-it: Jean-Pierre, a local politician. Looking for more votes, needs to be popular, wants an MP seat. 

Targeting young people.

Jean-Pierre
Politician. 50 years old.

 Intéressé par les actions : 4 

ECSI · Personas
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1. What does he think and feel? 

What really matters to him?

Technology, but he doesn’t have knowledge.

What occupies his thinking? 

How to success opportunities. 

What worries and aspirations does he have?

2. What does he see?

What things his environment influence him? 

What competitors is he seeing? 

What is he seeing friends do?  

Success in rare in a poor part of Greece.

3. What does he say and do?

What is his attitude towards others?

What does he do in public?  

Willing to learn, act frustrated by circumstance.

How has his behaviour changed? 

4. What does he hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts his thinking?  

Needs to focus on a near set of success.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is he facing?

Economic and geographic barriers.

What is he hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
Given the night opportunity could excel.

Post-it: Migos, 47 years old, a geographically and economically frustrated tech enthusiast who would love to learn.

Migos
47 years old. Greek.

 Intéressé par les actions : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

ECSI · Personas
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1. What does he think and feel? 

What really matters to him?

His job, education for his children.

What occupies his thinking? 

Wish he had more time to play his old games. 

What worries and aspirations does he have? 

Doesn’t have enough time to spend with his family. He aspires to have more time for his family, his friends and 

video games.

2. What does he see?

What things his environment influence him? 

Nice cars on the road and he wants his own.

What competitors is he seeing?  

He sees other cars as a competition.

What is he seeing friends do?  

Drinking and going out without him.

3. What does he say and do?

What is his attitude towards others?

Very jealous.

What does he do in public?  

Nothing / Doesn’t have time.

How has his behaviour changed?

4. What does he hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts his thinking?  

His family needs him more at home. Not many friends because he isn’t home much, they want him to go out 

with them. Doesn’t have a real social life.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is he facing?

He fears not spending enough time with his kids, he 

is frustrated because he can’t go out with his friends 

and he wonders how he is going to balance between 

everything.

What is he hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
Having more time and find a balance between his work 
and his family.

Post-it: A good guy preoccupied by his children, who would like some to do what interests him.

Dave
35 year old male. He used to play video games a lot 
but he stopped because he has a family and a hard job. 
Married, 3 kids, travels with his work.

 Intéressé par les actions : 3, 7 
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1. What does he think and feel? 

What really matters to him?

Money and well-being.

What occupies his thinking?

What worries and aspirations does he have?

2. What does he see?

What things his environment influence him? 

What competitors is he seeing? 

What is he seeing friends do? 

3. What does he say and do?

What is his attitude towards others?

What does he do in public? 

How has his behaviour changed? 

4. What does he hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts his thinking?  

He would married if he spend less time watching esports.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is he facing?

Not fun, love stats and data, bets money.

What is he hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
More recognition for games, gamers and 
commitments.

Post-it: Jean-Claude, 27 years old. Programmer with a physical disability who focuses on money and well-being, 

stats and data, and who recognition.

Jean-Claude
French game designer, 27 years old. 
He works for Ubisoft and he is physically disabled. 
He is involved in a streamer community.

 Intéressé par les actions : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
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1. What does he think and feel? 

What really matters to him?

What occupies his thinking?

What worries and aspirations does he have? 

2. What does he see?

What things his environment influence him? 

What competitors is he seeing? 

What is he seeing friends do?  

3. What does he say and do?

What is his attitude towards others?

What does he do in public? 

How has his behaviour changed? 

4. What does he hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts his thinking?  

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is he facing?

...

What is he hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
Wants to learn and wants to change.

Post-it: Bob, 60 years old, is an unemployed skilled worker who is wants to learn and change.

Bob
60 years old. Former job : Businessman.

 Intéressé par les actions : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

ECSI · Personas
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1. What does she think and feel? 

What really matters to her?

What occupies her thinking?

What worries and aspirations does she have?

2. What does she see?

What things her environment influence her? 

What competitors is she seeing? 

What is she seeing friends do? 

Social media.

3. What does she say and do?

What is her attitude towards others?

What does she do in public? 

How has her behaviour changed? 

4. What does she hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to her that impacts his thinking? 

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is she facing?

Socially complex.

What is she hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
Open to new ideas.

Post-it: Jenny, 23 years old, student and fan of social media. 

She is claustrophobic and socially hung up but she is opened to new ideas.

Jenny
23 years old. 
Claustrophobic, unemployed.

 Intéressé par les actions : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

ECSI · Personas
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1. What does he think and feel? 

What really matters to him?

His career, his girlfriend, socializing (beer).

What occupies his thinking? 

Work, future, getting married and buying a car.

What worries and aspirations does he have? 

He wants his future children to get success and his wants to run his own business.

2. What does he see?

What things his environment influence him? 

Become automatic, busy and stress.

What competitors is he seeing?  

Automatics.

What is he seeing friends do?  

Most of them lost their time playing video games.

3. What does he say and do?

What is his attitude towards others?

Cool, friendly, self-disciplined, polite.

What does he do in public?  

Normal stuff.

How has his behaviour changed?  

Less sport (it’s bad).

4. What does he hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts his thinking?  

Pushing him to the best.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is he facing?

Losing his job, his girlfriend, his cat. 

Competition, not enough efficient.

What is he hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
Running a successful company, having children and an 
electric car (Tesla Model X).

Post-it:  Gunther: young accountant with a wife and passionate of becoming an entrepreneur. 

Pauline: professional dancer who only thinks about the best for her future children.

Gunther
29 years old. He lives in Cologne. He has a scooter. 
He has a girlfriend called Pauline and they live together 
in a flat. They don’t have kids.

 Intéressé par les actions : 2, 3, 4 
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1. What does she think and feel? 

What really matters to her?

Her children, research, teaching, providing for her family.

What occupies her thinking?

Social interaction, the influence of friends.

What worries and aspirations does she have?

Safety of her children. She wonders if it is safe for her children to become Esports players, if it is possible for 

them to have an Esports career.

2. What does she see?

What things her environment influence her? 

Students, TV, books, newspapers.

What competitors is she seeing? 

Students.

What is she seeing friends do? 

Some let their children do what they want, some others are much restrictive.

3. What does she say and do?

What is her attitude towards others?

Showing some flexibility depending on the child.

What does she do in public? 

She agrees with everyone to keep the peace.

How has her behaviour changed? 

Being involved in the project made her more informed.

4. What does she hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to her that impacts his thinking?  

Some say that video games are addictive and some others say that she is too restrictive.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is she facing?

She is still unsure of Esports impacts on her children.

What is she hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
She is hoping to get more information 
from the MOOC.

Post-it: Susan, mother of teenagers and sociologist. Worried about her children’s “addiction” and their wish 

of becoming Esports players. Interested in the Esports “phenomenon” (from a lecturer’s perspective) too.

Kate 
Mother of teenagers. They live in the UK. 
She is 54 years old and she is a lecturer in sociology.

 Intéressé par les actions : 1, 2, 5, 6 
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1. What does he think and feel? 

What really matters to him?

What occupies his thinking?

What worries and aspirations does he have? 

2. What does he see?

What things his environment influence him? 

What competitors is he seeing? 

What is he seeing friends do? 

3. What does he say and do?

What is his attitude towards others?

What does he do in public? 

How has his behaviour changed? 

4. What does he hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to him that impacts his thinking?

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is he facing?

He is afraid of failing, losing security.

What is he hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
He wants to be seen as responsible, 
honest and professional.

Post-it: David is a professional player, who is confident, high achiever that tries to be better. 

Worried about failing and his reputation. He wants to be seen as responsible, honest and professional. 

He is afraid of failing, losing security. He wants to be respected and to win.

David
From Manchester, 25 years old. 
Professional player in video games. 
Confident and high achiever.

 Intéressé par les actions : 2, 4, 7 

ECSI · Personas
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1. What does she think and feel? 

What really matters to her?

Dancing.

What occupies her thinking?

Kids, working in Russia.

What worries and aspirations does she have?

Education of her children, their scholarship, building them a future.

2. What does she see?

What things her environment influence her? 

Bad for children.

What competitors is she seeing? 

Younger dancers.

What is she seeing friends do? 

Always on the top. Under pressure.

3. What does she say and do?

What is her attitude towards others?

She doesn’t trust people.

What does she do in public? 

She is shy, discreet.

How has her behaviour changed? 

Negative.

4. What does she hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to her that impacts his thinking?  

Her family doesn’t accept her but her friends support her.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is she facing?

The boys play too much video games.

What is she hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
A good future for her children.

ECSI · Personas

Paulina
From Lisbon, 38 years old. PhD in arts. 
She had 2 children: one is 15 years old and the other 
is 9 years old. She had a husband and now has a wife. 
She is a professional dancer and she also works 
in the most prestigious dance school.

 Intéressé par les actions : 2, 3, 6 
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1. What does she think and feel? 

What really matters to her?

Routine, comfort-zone, traditional values.

What occupies her thinking?

Local-scale issues, friends, family.

What worries and aspirations does she have?

Disturbances in routine, peaceful and lice life.

2. What does she see?

What things her environment influence her? 

Local Medias.

What competitors is she seeing? 

Un-usual things.

What is she seeing friends do? 

Same stuff as her.

3. What does she say and do?

What is her attitude towards others?

Friendly but exclusive.

What does she do in public? 

Engaged in community activities.

How has her behaviour changed? 

Getting used to older trends.

4. What does she hear?

What are friends, family and others influencers saying to her that impacts his thinking?  

Things that support her opinion.

PAIN GAIN

What fears, frustrations or obstacles is she facing?

Keeping up with the world, global disasters, finding 

common ground with her grandchildren.

What is she hoping to get? 

What does success look like?
Peaceful life, seeing her family success, 
household well-maintained, health.

Post-it: She likes to keep things as they are, but not to lose contact with her grandchildren.

Irmeli
65 years old, from the small town of Ala-Vieska. 
She has a nice house with a kinder garden. 
She is a teacher and has an extended family.

 Intéressée par les actions : 2, 4, 5, 6 

ECSI · Personas
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